First State Lawn LLC

INFO

302 252 5654

Thank you for choosing FIRST STATE LAWN LLC. Below is some useful information.
We accept PAYPAL. The tag is: @yourlawnrocks
There is a 3% convenience fee for this payment method, as PAYPAL charges fees for use.
We accept VENMO. The tag is: @WilliamW-DilksSr
There are no fees attached to using VENMO.
We do accept cash and check.
For one-time service, please be ready to pay at the time the service is performed, unless we make other
arrangements.
For weekly clients, weekly payment is required for the first month. After one month, having credit card info
on file is required for itemized monthly billing. You'll receive an email the day before lawn care is performed.
For one-time visits when the Client is not at home, advance payment is required.
Additional fees may be incurred for things like excessive pet waste, first time edging fee if overgrown,
clean-up of debris, trash, toys, and other things in the yard. Also, if a gate is locked, or recent fertilization
prevents lawn care, a return trip fee will be assessed to complete a job. If an Act of God creates excessive
lawn growth, this may cause an additional fee. All of these things take time, and can impact our daily schedule.
Please note that additional fees will not be taken via credit card until reviewed and approved by you.
We generally do not bag the cut grass, unless specifically requested. There may be an extra fee for this,
depending on the size of the property and length of the grass. If we do bag for you, we'll leave the bags on
the curb in front of your house.
Mulching is by far the best method. Bagging takes away the natural nutrients provided by the finely cut
grass. Money is then spent for bags of nutrients to add back to the soil. Thatch is a layer of dead grass
sitting on top of the soil, preventing mulched and added nutrients from penetrating into the soil. If
thatch is an issue for your lawn, having a one-time visit from a dethatching service might be the way to go.
Please do not hesitate to call or email. We're always happy to talk with you, and to discuss and fix anything
you feel is important. It's your lawn, you want it done right, and my job is to make you happy with your
lawn, and to also make ME happy with your lawn.
I'm the same way with my own lawn. Tho' I don't mulch in front of my house as often as I should,
I am very picky about the quality of my cut/edging/weed eating. And I hope you are too. Together we
both want to be proud of your lawn.
-Bill
yourlawnrocks@gmail.com

Lawn and Garden Grooming

